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We have already seen that the value of land is not
Always determined by purely economic considerations
like fertility and situation. Sometimes it is affected by
social considerations like the prestige-idea about land';
and sometimes an inflated price is exacted because of the
monopolistic situation of the seller. It is also influenced
by the relations between so wears and their tenants.
Though there are such limitations, in the absence of other
reliable data, we have taken the sale values of land1 as
the basis of calculations. Taking the actual sales of land
during the last six years ending with 1926, including both
genuine sales between buyers and sellers, and nominal
sales between sowcars and their customers, we find that
(i) 78.6 acres of kyari land were sold for Rs. 12,524-4-0
or at about Rs. 160 per acre, and
(ii) 267.2 acres of jarayat land were sold for Rs. 18,271-
4-0 or at about Rs. 68 per acre.
If we exclude the vitiating circumstances of nominal
sales and some extraordinary sales, we get the following
results for the last few years :

Year 
Price of kyari land
per acre 
Price of jarayat land
per acre 

Rs.  As.  Ps. 
Ks. As. Ps. 
1921 
135  10    0 
42    2    0 
1922 
159    8    0 
58    &    0 
1923 
200    4    0 
64  11     0 
1924 
212    2    0 
75    0    0 
1925 
158    5    0 
32    8    0 
1926 
217    6    0 
77    4    0 
• 58    8    0
Average price per acre. 180    8    0
In our calculations, we have assumed Rs. 170 to be
the price per acre of the former and Rs. 60 per acre of
the latter.	'
1 Let us note at this stage that when the sale values of land are determi-
ned, the existence of wells on the fields is invariably taken in account.
We have, therefore, not valued the wells separately.
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